
 
 

 

Daf Review – Shabbos 103 
Compiled by: Dovi Ziffer 

Gemara:  
• The Gemara picks up discussing the halachos of boneh and makah b'patish. R Nasan bar Oshaya asks R 

Yochanan, what category does chiseling fall under? R' Yochanan answered its makeh b'patish (MB'P). 
o We ask, the Mishna lists chiseling and MB'P separately. So how could they be the same category? 
o We answer, the Mishna is saying that if you chisel, you get the punishment of performing MB'P. 

• The Gemara says, drilling a hole of any size is assur. We ask, how do we understand this according to Shmuel 
who said that drilling a hole is not a completion of labor? We answer that he left a nail in the hole for hanging. 

• The Mishna says "zeh haklal" to include where one chisels out 1/2 a kav in a vessel with capacity for a full kav. 
• R Shimon ben Gamliel says, striking an anvil with a hammer is assur. Why?  

o Rabba and R Yosef say it's because he's training himself how to strike a hammer. 
▪ Rachava's sons ask, is it assur to watch someone perform melacha to learn how to do it? Of 

course not! Only the action is assur. So why is it problematic here? 
o Rava and Abaye say, it's because they used to perform this act in the Mishkan to flatten metal plates. 

Mishna: 
• If one plows or weeds any amount, or prunes any amount of dry or live branches, he is chayav. 
• Gathering wood, if one does so to improve the tree, he's chayav for any amount. If he did so for fuel, it must 

be enough to cook an egg.  
• If one gathers grass, if he did so for improve the land, he's chayav for any amount. If it's for feeding animals, it 

must be the amount of a goat's mouthful. 
 Gemara:  
• We ask, what is "any amount" of plowing good for? To plant a gourd seed. In the Mishkan, it was to plant a 

single herb for dyes. 
• If one plucks endives to eat, he's chayav for the amount of a fig. If he does so to feed animals, it must be a 

goat's mouthful. If it's for fuel, it must be enough to cook an egg. And if it's to improve the land, any amount. 
o We ask, isn't everything ultimately improving the land? Rabba and R Yosef answer that we're 

discussing a swamp. Abaye says it can be regular land and he didn't intend to improve the land.  
o On that we ask, doesn't Abaye hold of psik raysha? We answer, that he's doing it in his friend's field. 

Mishna: 
• If one writes two letters, either with their right or left hand, whether its two different letters or the same 

letters, or with two different types of ink, in any language, he's chayav. 
• R Yosi says it could even be two "markings," (which Rashi says was done with the boards in the Mishkan.) R 

Yehuda says if he writes two letters as part of a longer name but those letters also make a word, he is chayav. 
 

 Gemara:  
• Why would one be chayav for writing left-handed? That's atypical! We answer that he's ambidextrous. 

o R Yaakov says this fits with R Yosi's opinion, since a "righty" writing with a left-hand is similar to 
making "markings." Ultimately, we say the entire Mishna is in accordance with R Yosi. 

• R Yehuda's statement in the Mishna seems to suggest that you are not chayav for two of the same letters. To 
this, we bring a Baraisa where R Shimon learns you're chayav for writing something that endures and R 
Yehuda states that one is chayav if he writes two of the same letters! This seems to be a contradiction on R'Y! 

o We answer that when R Yehuda said you're chayav for writing two of the same letters in that baraisa, 
he was stating the opinion of his rebbi, R Gamliel.  

o R Shimon's opinion in the baraisa seems to be the same as the Tanna Kamma's in the Mishna. We 
answer that R Shimon holds differently and would only say you're chayav for writing the whole name. 

• R Yosi says you can be chayav once for many actions or chayav many times for one action. You can be chayav 
many times for one action if you write a word with many small words in it. And you can be chayav once for 
many actions if a person is unaware its shabbos but is aware he's performing multiple melachos. 

 
Halacha: 
• Ta’ameh Haminhagim suggests labeling sukkah boards, similar to what was done with boards in the mishkan. 


